Smart Finder (Android Version) User Maual
Ⅰ.Preparation：
The Android Smart Finder app supports devices with Bluetooth 4.0 and Android version 4.3
(JELLY_BEAN_MR2) or later. We recommended OS Android 4.4 KitKat.
1、It’s recommended to turn on Bluetooth on the phone, see Figure 1.
In Settings  Bluetoothset it to “On”.

Figure 1
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2、It’s also recommended to turn on the high accuracy location, see Figure 2.
SettingsLocationset it to “On”.
SettingsLocationLocation modeselect “High accuracy”.

Figure 2
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Ⅱ、Start the app
1、

If Bluetooth is not turned on, the Smart Finder app will remind you, see Figure 3.
Please select “Allow”. Otherwise, the app will exit.

Figure 3
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2、

If the Location is not turn on in Section I, the Smart Finder app will remind you to turn
on Location, see Figure 4. It’s recommended that you select “Ok” to set Location. If
“Cancel” is selected, the app will continue but won’t be able to obtain the Pally Smart
Finder tag’s location on the map, if it’s lost.

Figure 4
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Ⅲ、Add a Pally Smart Finder
Tap the “+” and follow dialogue to add and connect to a Pally Smart Finder. See Figure 5
below.

Figure 5‐1

Figure 5‐2

Figure 5‐3

Figure 5‐4
Figure 5
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Ⅳ、Delete a Pally Smart Finder.
On the app’s home screen, press and hold the Smart Finder device item. The app then goes
into editing mode. If you want to delete the device, press delete to remove the device item.
See Figure 6.

Figure 6
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Ⅴ、Configure the “Find‐Me” Function
After adding a Pally Smart Finder, it is set to the default “find‐me” mode. Click “Find”, you
can configure your Pally Smart Finder. You can take a picture of the object attached to the
Pally Smart finder and enter a name for it. See Figure 7. If you want to turn on Virtual Leash,
click the “Virtual Leash” to configure it. See the next section.

Figure 7‐1

Figure 7‐2
Figure 7
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Ⅵ、Configure the Virtual Leash Function
In the “Settings”, turn on “Virtual Leash”, see Figure 8, and enter “Virtual Leash”
configuration interface.

Figure 8‐1

Figure 8‐2
Figure 8
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Ⅶ、About, Purchase and Feedback Interfaces, see Figure 9.

Figure 9‐1

Figure 9‐2

Figure 9‐4
Figure 9
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Figure 9‐3

Ⅷ、Device Connection State
1、

If a device is connected to your smartphone/tablet,
the image of the device item is shown with a blue
ring. When the device is not connected, there is no
blue ring around the device item image.

2、

When a device is added the first time, it connects to
your smartphone/tablet automatically.

3、

If you press “Back” or “Home” button, devices in
virtual leash state will maintain connections to the
smartphone/tablet. Devices not in virtual leash
state will disconnect.

4、

When a device is not connected, tapping the device
item on the app causes your smartphone/tablet to
connect to the device. After connection is established, the device will beep and/or
flash the LED. The device item on the app also has a flashing red dot. See Figure 10.
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Ⅸ、Virtual Leash
When virtual leash is turned on on Pally Smart Finder, the following functions work when
app is running in either the foreground or the background.
1、

When the device is separated from the smartphone/tablet for a certain distance, as
configured in Section Ⅵ, the smartphone/tablet triggers alert with the chosen music.
See Figure 11‐1.

2、

When the device returns in range to the smartphone/tablet for a certain distance, as
configured in Section Ⅵ, the smartphone/tablet triggers an alert with the chosen
music. See Figure 11‐2.

3、

Pressing the button on the Pally Smart Finder also triggers an alert on the
smartphone/tablet with the chosen music. See Figure 11‐3.

Figure 11‐1

Figure 11‐2
Figure 11
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Figure 11‐3

Ⅹ、Location on Map
When Pally Smart Finder is not in the range to the smartphone/tablet, tapping the device
item on the app shows the location and time on a map where the Pally Smart Finder was
connected last time. See Figure 12.

图 12
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